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YOU WILL FIND OUT WHAT IT IS.

MIGHTY MOU" IS ^i^ EAO:JS
TACKLE TWO DANGEROUS BULLS WHO

ARE LURKING IN THE FOREST. CAN

YOU FIND THEM?
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What does Gordon observe?
^

Gordon looks with great interest in the space; if you etart

to draw « line, starting at 1, and then to 2, 3, ^ and all the

way to 56 - you will see what he observes.

Can pou show Plash Oordon'a way through the maze to th«

secret place where the robot ia hidden?

Avoid the circles which are defended by radiation! Draw a

pencil line to show the way but never touch the black walls

Gordon has already landed on the new planet - He urgently

needs supplies. Three rockets try to reach him, skipping

from planet to planet. Two or three pilote can pi y this

game.

Each can use one of the rockets. You players must have

different colore* touttona to move along from one planet to

the next, according to the marked line. The Players take

turns to determine the moves, by flipping a coin. If neads

turn up, he mc.ss the button one circle; if tail appears,

he advances two circles. If they fall Into one of the

glowing planets, then they have to start again with a new

rocket from the beginning
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